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    VISION
A city free of fossil fuels. City-zen shows you how it’s done. 
 
A city operating entirely on clean energy. Sun, wind, 
biomass or geothermal heat… in theory it’s possible. But 
what about real life? How do we integrate new energy 
solutions in existing buildings, systems and, last but 
not least, the lives of people? What are the technical, 
economic or social barriers? And how do we overcome 
these? That is what the international consortium City-zen 
is learning-by-doing in 20 innovative projects in Grenoble 
and Amsterdam.

City-zen stands for City Zero (carbon) energy. 

In order to realize our vision - a city free of 
fossil fuels - City-zen focusses on :  

◊ Showcasing innovations in the urban context of 
Amsterdam and Grenoble, which at the same time 
contribute to the 20-20-20 targets of both cities
◊ Developing an understanding of the complex playing 
field of energy transition
◊ Creating a methodology that helps cities and its 
stakeholders (public organisations, knowledge institutes, 
business and citizens) in realising their clean energy goals 
together
◊ Communicating and sharing our learnings and 
knowledge widely so innovative energy solutions can be 
scaled up throughout Europe

OBJECTIVES

DEMONSTRATION SITES 

Amsterdam aims to become a city free 
of natural gas by 2050 by :    

  Further smartifying the e-grid

10,000 homes will be connected to a smart grid. The 
residents will gain more control over their energy use and 
will test home battery storage systems and vehicle to grid 
applications. 

In the Port of Amsterdam region a model for a regional 
smart energy platform will be developed which balances 
unpredictable energy supply (such as wind, solar or waste 
power) with flexible demand (such as polder pumping). 

   
  Retrofitting existing housing buildings

700-900 homes will be retrofitted.  

  Expanding the use of sustainable heat and cold

Using the abundance of cold energy from :

◊ the drink water infrastructure to cool a bloodbank’s 
pharmaceutical processes.

◊ the adjacent river IJ for cooling of buildings in the 
Amsterdam Houthaven district.

In the Amsterdam Buiksloterham district, a local bio 
refinery will be implemented to recover nutrients and 
biogas from black waste water. 

Grenoble aims to reduce the carbon footprint of the 
demonstrator neighbourhoods and improve the quality of 
life of its inhabitants by : 

  Saving and monitoring energy flows

The objective is to monitor and manage all the energy and 
water flows in order to save energy and assess systems 
and policies efficiency with a multi-energy territorial 
monitoring system.

  Retrofitting private co-owned buildings and  
  social housing

500 dwellings will be retrofitted with the Effinergie BBC 
Renovation standard leading to a saving of 9,600 tonnes 
of CO2  per year. 

 

  Optimizing district heating network 

Creating a low pressure heating system with storage, 
combined with thermal solar production connected to 
the network, and an intelligent control will reduce CO2 
emissions by 1,300 tonnes per year.
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